Hierarchical protein "un-design": insulin's intrachain disulfide bridge tethers a recognition alpha-helix.
A hierarchical pathway of protein folding can enable segmental unfolding by design. A monomeric insulin analogue containing pairwise substitution of internal A6-A11 cystine with serine [[Ser(A6),Ser(A11),Asp(B10),Lys(B28),Pro(B29)]insulin (DKP[A6-A11](Ser))] was previously investigated as a model of an oxidative protein-folding intermediate [Hua, Q. X., et al. (1996) J. Mol. Biol. 264, 390-403]. Its structure exhibits local unfolding of an adjoining amphipathic alpha-helix (residues A1-A8), leading to a 2000-fold reduction in activity. Such severe loss of function, unusual among mutant insulins, is proposed to reflect the cost of induced fit: receptor-directed restoration of the alpha-helix and its engagement in the hormone's hydrophobic core. To test this hypothesis, we have synthesized and characterized the corresponding alanine analogue [[Ala(A6),Ala(A11),Asp(B10),Lys(B28), Pro(B29)]insulin (DKP[A6-A11](Ala))]. Untethering the A6-A11 disulfide bridge by either amino acid causes similar perturbations in structure and dynamics as probed by circular dichroism and (1)H NMR spectroscopy. The analogues also exhibit similar decrements in thermodynamic stability relative to that of the parent monomer as probed by equilibrium denaturation studies (Delta Delta G(u) = 3.0 +/- 0.5 kcal/mol). Despite such similarities, the alanine analogue is 50 times more active than the serine analogue. Enhanced receptor binding (Delta Delta G = 2.2 kcal/mol) is in accord with alanine's greater helical propensity and more favorable hydrophobic-transfer free energy. The success of an induced-fit model highlights the applicability of general folding principles to a complex binding process. Comparison of DKP[A6-A11](Ser) and DKP[A6-A11](Ala) supports the hypothesis that the native A1-A8 alpha-helix functions as a preformed recognition element tethered by insulin's intrachain disulfide bridge. Segmental unfolding by design provides a novel approach to dissecting structure-activity relationships.